CHRISTOFLE OVERVIEW

Anchored in the time-honored tradition of silversmithing, the Maison Christofle has been creating beautiful, useful objects since 1830, objects that perfectly reflect the French art of living.

Since 1830
In 1830, Charles Christofle, the House’s founder, created a jewelry workshop under his own name. A visionary enamored of technological innovation, he revolutionized the world of silver by having the audacity to offer, in 1842, a new kind of silver-plating that he would elevate to an art for cutlery, tableware, decorative objects, sculptures, and more.

The Art of Sharing
Today, Christofle is reinventing conviviality and making the Art of Sharing a true Art of Living.

From Europe to the United States and Asia with more than 1,000 points of sale in the world, the brand’s know-how now spans five universes: the conviviality of dining, exchanges around the bar, the taste for beauty through decor, the pleasure of gifting through jewelry and accessories, and a complete collection for children. Christofle accompanies hedonists in every moments of conviviality by offering durable, refined, and elegant silverware products of the best quality.

A prestigious hospitality partner since its creation
Christofle has supplied luxury hotels, liners and the most prestigious restaurants since its creation, luxurious modes of transportation as the Normandy or the Orient-Express, hotel groups as Accor Hotels, Four Seasons, Rosewood, Wynn, Ritz, Cheval Blanc, Jumeirah, Mandarin Oriental, Belmond. In 2019, Christofle is still the official supplier of the French Republic, the French President’s “Elysee Palace” and all French embassies around the world.

Christofle is present in the most important museums in Paris such as The Louvre, The Orsay Museum and The Museum of Decorative Arts.

This is without forgetting that Christofle also supplies other partners such as Air France, the Louis Vuitton Fondation, Boucheron, Audemars Piguet, Cartier or Plaget.

Christofle, Designers & Chefs
Alongside the Christofle Studio’s creations, the brand collaborates with the greatest designers and artists of the day to offer contemporary, ambitious pieces crafted by the Meilleurs Ouvriers de France (Best Craftsmen in France). Works by artists and designers such as Karl Lagerfeld, historic re-editions and reproductions, custom orders and other exceptional pieces are crafted in the workshops of Christofle’s production facility in Yainville, France (Normandy).

An elegance and a “savoir-faire” trusted by the most famous chefs around the world: Joël Robuchon, Pierre Gagnaire, Alain Ducasse, Yannick Alléno, Paul Pairet, Mauro Colagreco, Kei Kobayashi, Sylvestre Wahid, Christian Jürgens, Melissa Rodriguez, David Humm, Thomas Keller, Chico Cerea, Yosuke Suga.

Present in 67 countries with offices in Paris, Shanghai, Tokyo, New York, covering 5 geographical zones: (France & UK, Greater Export, Americas, Japan & Korea, Greater China & South East Asia), with 5 distribution channels: Hospitality, Retail, Wholesale, B2B, E-commerce, Christofle is constituted of 500 passionate employees.
1. Vertigo Champagne cooler
2. Albi Dinner plate
3. Kawali Red Rhin wine glass
4. America Flatware
5. MOOD by Christofle Flatware
6. Commodore Flatware
7. Albi Teacup and saucer
8. Vertigo 3 Parts small cocktail server
All Day Dining

1. Silver Time Bread basket
2. Galet Chopsticks
3. Vertigo Knife rest
4. Graphik Red wine glass
5. Mood Flatware
6. K+T Champagne cooler
7. Perles Flatware
8. Albi Mustard/Jam pot
9. Kawali Anis green goblet
10. K+T Salt and pepper
Outdoor

1. OH de Christofle Insulated wine cooler  
2. Graphik Red goblet  
3. Vertigo Water pitcher  
4. Origine Flatware  
5. MOOD by Christofle Bridle and Flatware  
6. Osiris Flatware  
7. MOOD Nomade Hurricane  
8. Uni Chopsticks  
9. Graphik Martini glass
1. Jardin d’Eden Medium 3-tier pastry stand
2. Graphik Blue flute
3. Malmaison Punch bowl
4. Rubans Flatware
5. MOOD Party Flatware
6. Spartours Flatware
7. Vertigo Rectangular tray with handles
8. Albi Napkin holder
9. Vertigo Individual butter dish
**Tea Time**

1. Albi Individual Tea pot
2. Orangerie Coffee cup and saucer
3. Vertigo Hot beverage server
4. Vertigo Sugar bowl
5. Malmaison Sugar bowl
6. Perles Flatware
7. Mood Coffee Flatware
8. Aria Flatware
9. Malmaison Teacup and saucer
10. Malmaison Tray
11. Malmaison Cream pitcher
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Bar

1. OH de Christofle Champagne cooler
2. Malmaison 3-part cocktail server
3. Kawali Champagne flute
4. Fidélio Flatware
5. Concorde Flatware
6. Cluny Flatware
7. OH de Christofle Hurricane
8. Uni Drinking straw
9. OH de Christofle Ashtray
SERVICES AND PERSONALIZATION

Christofle has a dedicated Hospitality Department to meet Hotels and Restaurants expectations: dedicated products and care, along with services for the delivery and the personalization (finishes and engraving).

SERVICES

Delivery
We manage grouped or individual shipments of your orders all over the world.

Re-ordering
Once silver plated and sterling silver patterns are discontinued they are still available for a period of 10 years, whereas stainless steel patterns are still available for a period of 3 years following the date of discontinuation.

Silver Care & repair services
We offer a service to repair and polish your products.
Regular training workshops are proposed in our headquarters.

CUSTOMIZATION

To ensure that each piece is unique, our Hospitality Department provides a custom engraving and product development service, on request.

Engraving
Christofle offers you the possibility to engrave your logo or personalized texts on most objects including cutlery, trays, chopsticks, silverware and more.

Made-to-Measure Products
Christofle puts its incomparable know how at your disposal.
Our Hospitality Department would be happy to assist you in creating unique objects or customizing existing pieces.

For any request, please contact Christofle customer service hotline:
Tel: +33.2.35.05.99.58. Monday to Friday, from 9:30am to 6pm.
Ask for Hospitality Department, by specifying your country.
E-mail: Hospitality@christofle.com
www.christofle.com
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